We review how the continuous symmetry can support a soliton inside a hightemperature bubble at the time of its nucleation. This solitonic island in disoriented phase remains stable during the growth of bubbles before their collision.
2. Why is the bubble solution unique even for a variety of models, which depicts only one possible decay mode from a metastable state to the true vacuum? 3. Can a matter aggregate like soliton be formed inside a bubble when the bubble is nucleated?
In this note we shall address the above questions by considering a field theory model at finite temperature both in flat spacetime [6] and in curved spacetime [7] . Key ingredient to resolve those questions is to introduce an appropriate continuous symmetry. Specific model of our interest is composed of an isovector φ a (a = 1, 2, 3) with global O(3) symmetry described by the (Euclidean) action
where the Einstein-Hilbert action term and the Jacobian for spacetime volume should be added in the case of curved spacetime. Any scalar potential with one false vacuum φ = φ − and one true vacuum φ = φ + among which one is 1 symmetric and the other is degenerate makes no big difference though a sixth-order scalar potential with a false symmetric vacuum at φ(≡ √ φ a φ a ) = 0 and true broken vacua at φ = v will be used for actual numerical computation.
In high temperature limit (T → ∞) time-dependence is neglected and then the contribution of O(3) symmetric bubble, i.e., φ = φ(r), dominates. A natural choice of scalar phasê 
, characterizes it as a global monopole formed at the center of "solitonic" bubble (see Fig. 2 ). Even though there is no-go theorem (Derrick Theorem) for finte-energy static solitons composed of scalar matters in spacetime 0 more than two, the formation of global monopole with the cutoff by the size of solitonic bubble wall is not affected by it since the amount of energy to sustain the tail of global monopole is proportional to the bubble radius (∼ R n=1 out ) however the energy proportional to the volume of bubble (∼ R n=1 3 out ) comes into the bubble as the bubble radius increases. Fig. 2 also shows that the radius of solitonic bubble, R n=1 out , is larger than that of normal bubble, R n=0 out . It can easily be understood by the conservation of energy, i.e. the additional energy used to make a matter aggregate is equal to the loss of energy due to the increase of the radius of bubble.
The effect of monopole island inside the bubble is also drastic in curved spacetime. Under the Planck scale, the long-range tail of global monopole renders the spacetime region between the inner and outer walls flat with the deficit (solid) angle ∆ = 8π
2 Gv 2 and then an observer must notice the light bending due to the angular separation δϕ ∼ 8π 2 Gv 2 ∼ few arcsec for the typical grand unified scale [9] . It has been known that the global monopole inside the solitonic bubble does not constitute a nonabelian black hole even in Planck scale [10] , however the issues such as the topological inflation at the soliton core [11] or the evolution of wormhole [12] are intriguing. 
solitonic normal
Even though we found another decay channel described by 0 bubble, this channel may be physically insignificant if its nucleation rate is negligibly small. The decay probability per unit time per unit volume is given by exponential form Γ ∼ Ae −B , where B is replaced by a value of Euclidean action for a bubble solution and A is estimated by integrating out the fluctuations around a given bubble solution. It is extremely hard to compute A exactly, however an estimate based on the zero modes of the fluctuations was suggested in the last paper of Ref. [3] . Therefore the ratio of decay rates for both normal and solitonic bubbles is expressed by
whereS is dimensionless action rescaled by the vacuum expectation value v and the number of zero modes in this system is six among which three are due to spatial translations and other three are due to rotations. When v/T ∼ 10 −1 , the order of above ratio is 10 −1 in a thin-wall case and it is around 10 in a thick-wall case under sixth-order scalar potentials.
This tells us a possibility that, though the value of action for the solitonic bubble is always larger than that of normal bubble, there may exist some region of scalar potential that the solitonic bubble becomes more likely to be nucleated.
Once a bubble is formed, its time evolution is of interest. In flat spacetime case we should take into account thermal effect which can be described by the physics of combustion process when the environment keeps the temperature high enough [13] . When one considers it in early universe, the background universe is rapidly cooled down due to gravitational effect and the motion of bubbles may follow the classical dynamics because of the recovery of real Minkowski time. Here we suppose the case in curved spacetime that the evolution of bubbles is governed by time-dependent field equations and the other effects are included in the change of initial bubble shapes, which was indeed the case for the "normal" bubbles in early universe. Numerical analysis can be summarized in the following as shown in Fig.   3 . (H in Fig. 3 is the Hubble parameter defined by H = 8πG 3
V (φ = 0) ) Since the static solution depicts the bubble of critical size, it starts to grow when the initial size of bubble is larger than the critical size however smaller one shrinks. Therefore the outer wall of "solitonic" bubble also expands and its velocity reaches a terminal value which is the same as that of "normal" bubble since the effect of global monopole formed in the "solitonic" bubble is negligible for large thin-wall bubbles and is smaller than the light speed due to gravitational effect [14] . For the "solitonic" bubbles, another 0 behavior is the evolution of global monopole itself. Fig. 3 shows that, as far as the spherical symmetry is kept for the scalar amplitude, the global monopole remains to be stable and its long-range energy tail keeps growing before bubble percolation by consuming a part of false vacuum energy (proportional to the increment of bubble radius) obtained from the growth of true vacuum bubble (proportional to the increment of spatial volume). 
